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In this paper we investigate some basic properties of synchronized and desynchronized EOL 
forms. Several open problems concerning those forms (and their connection to grammar forms) 
are solved. 
A synchronized EOL system is one of the basic and very useful concepts of EGL 
systems theory (see, e.g., [8]). Synchronized EOL systems were also extensively 
investigated in [S, 6, 7, lo], and in particular in [lo] it is demonstrated that a 
synchronized EOL system constitutes a very natural notion within the theory of 
EOL forms (that is EOL systems used to generate language families rather than 
languages). Altogether, by now it is clear that both EOL systems and EOL forms 
deserve a systematic investigation. Such an investigation of synchronized EOL 
systems is started in [9] and an investigation of synchronized EOL forms is 
initiated in [S, 6,7] and continued in [lo]. We continue both lines of research now 
as well as start a systematic investigation of desynchronized EOL forms initiated in 
[5]. (Desynchronized EOL systems are investigated in [9].) 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 1 we establish the basic terminology and notation for this paper. 
In Section 2 we recall two basic definitions of a synchronized EOL system and 
introduce the third one. Then we investigate the resulting three subclasses of the 
class of EOL systems both on the language and the language family level. We 
demonstrate that weakly synchronized EOL forms are more powerful than syn- 
chronized EOL forms solving in this way an open problem from [4]. We also 
provide a characterization of the language family generated either by a grammar 
form F such that 5?(F) c_ .3(mG) or by an EOL from F closed under intersections 
with regular sets and such that .2(F) c_ .Z’(REZG). Based on this we solve an open 
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problem from [7] concerning the relationship of subregular grammar forms and 
subregular synchronized EOL forms. 
In the third section we investigate the role of determinism and erasing in 
desynchronized EOL forms. We contrast the results obtained with the results from 
[9] concerning the role of determinism and erasing in desynchronized EOL 
systems. In this way this section sheds light on different behaviour of EOL systems 
used to generate languages and EOL systems used to generate language families 
(hence EOL forms). 
In the last section we move to investigate completeness and goodness in 
desynchronized EOL forms; hence notions intrinsic to EOL forms (without a 
counterpart in EOL systems). In particular we demonstrate that there exists a 
context free like EOL form which is complete in the class of context free like EOL 
languages, disproving in this way a conjecture from [3]. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basics of EOL systems and EOL 
form theory, e.g., in the scope of [9] and [7]. 
1. PreIiminaries 
In this section we establish the basic notation for this paper and we also recall 
some technical notions central to the problems we discuss 
(i) For a set X, #X denotes the cardinality of X. 
(ii) ,I denotes the empty word: given a word x, 1x1 denotes its length and alph x 
denotes the set of letters occurring in x. 
(iii) For a language K, the Ierzgth set of K. denoted LS(K), is defined by 
LS(K) = {Ix] 1 x E K}. Two languages K1, K2 are said to be equal if K, il{A} = 
K2 U(A). We assume that each class of languages we consider contains the empty 
language. 
(iv) An EOL system (form ) G will be denoted as G = ( V, C, P, S) where V is its 
total alphabet, C is its terminal alphabet, S E V\Z is its axiom, and P is its set of 
productions. For convenience EOL systems (forms) will be denoted simply by 
listing their productions. Upper case letters denote nonterminals, lower case 
letterL terminals and axiom will be S unless stated otherwise. 
The language of G is denoted as L(G). 
The language family of an EOL form F is denoted by 2’(F) and the quadratic 
language family of F is denoted by Z*(F); hence 
.9*(F) = {Z(F) 1 F’a F}. 
We mostly use the name EOL form whenever we discuss properties concerning 
language families, and we use the name EOL system whenever we discuss 
properties concerning languages. 
(v) Let G = ( V, 2, P, S) be an EOL system. If for every CY E 6, ~a! + px implies x E 2 
(respectively xE 2”) then G is called a context free like (respectively long context 
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free like) EOL system, abbreviated as cfEOL (respectively IcfEOL) system. If also 
productions (Y ---, Iz, ct E 2, are allowed, then we add A to the name of the system; 
so we get AcfEOL and A 1cfEOL systems. AMEOL systems are also referred to as 
desynchronized EOL systems. 
(vi) Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be an EOL system such that S does not appear on the 
right-hand side of any production and let n a 1 be an integer. Then the nth 
speed-up of G, denoted n-SPEED(G) is defined by n-SPEED(G) = (V, 2, F, S) 
where P is defined as follows. 
(1) If S+&x where lstdn; then S+px. 
(2) If cy E V and cy +zx, thep a!+~x. 
(vii) Throughout th is paper we shall use the following notational convention. If 
X denotes a class of systems (e.g. EOL, cfEOL), then Z’(X) is defined by 
2?(X) = {L(F) 1 F is an X system} and 3!*(X) is defined by A!?*(X) = {Z’(F) 1 F is an 
X system}. 
In particular we use Z’(FIN) and .Z(REG) to denote the classes of finite 
languages and regular languages respectively. 
(viii) Let F be an EOL form and let X be some class uf systems. F is called 
X-complete if 9(F) = Z!!(X). EOL-complete is ofTen abbreviated as complete. 
F is called good if whenever H is an EOL form such that Z(H)EZ(F), then 
there exists an F 4 F with 5??(H) = .S?(F’). If F is not good, F is called bad. 
F is called uornplete if F is good and complete. 
2. Different synchronization medmnisms 
Synchronized EOL systems form a very useful normal form for the class of EOL 
languages (see, e.g., [S]). Also, synchronized EOL forms were investigated quite 
extensively (see, e.g., [S, 6, 7, lo], in particular in [JO] it is demonstrated that they 
form a very natural subclass of the class of EOL forms. It was observed in [4] that 
two specific differeni definitions of the synchronization mechanism in EOL forms 
may lead to different results as far as the classes of language families obtained are 
coucerned. (At the same time those two definitions are obviously equivalent on 
the language level.) Whether or not they actually yield different results is left as 
an open problem in [4]. 
In this section we distinguish between three most natural (in our opinion) 
variations of the concept of a synchronized EOL system and compare their 
language and language family generating power. 
Definition. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be an EOL system. 
(i) G is called synchronized if for every ‘cr EZS, cy +&x impliesxg Z*. (See, e.g., 
l-m . 
(ii) G is called existentially synchronized if whenever S *Ax and there exists 
an element of C in alph x, then x+&y implies y$ c*. 
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(iii) G is called weakly synchronized if whenever S +& x +& y and x E z1’, then 
y&Z*. (See [43)= 
Synchronized, existentially synchronized and weaHy sy:nchronized EOL systems 
will be abbreviated as sEOL, esEOL and wsEOL systems respectively. 
Clearly each sEOL system is also an esEOL system and each esEOL system is 
also a wsEOL system. However the following two examples how that there exist 
esEOL systems which are not sEOL systems and that there exist wsEOL systems 
that are not esEOL systems. 
ExampIe 2.1. Let F: S --3 ab, a + N, N * N, b + b. Obviously F is existentially 
synchronized, but because b - b, F is not synchronized. 
Example 2.2. Let F: S +aA, a-6, A-,b, b-+N, N-N. Obviously F is 
weakly synchronized. Since aA 3&b F is not existentially synchronized. 
Thus on the (EOL) system level the relationship between sEOL, esEOL and 
wsEOL systems is rather clear. 
It is well known (see, e.g., [S]) that every EOL language can be generated by an 
sEOL system. Hence, in the view of the above, every EOL language can be 
generated by an esEOL system as well as by a wsEOL system. Consequently on the 
language level all three classes of systems (sEOL, esEOL and wsEOL) are 
equivalent. 
We move now to investigate the relationship between sEOL 
systems on the language family level; in other words we 
relationship between sEOL, esEOL and wsEOL forms. 
First of all we have the following result. 
esEOL and wsEOL 
consider now the 
Lemma 2.1. Z*(sEOL) c s2(esEOL) c 5??2(wsEOL) 5 .Z2(EOL). 
Proof. Inclusions Z2(sEOL) c_ X*(esECL) c g*(wsEOL) follow from the definitions 
(see the discussion above) and A!?*(wsEOL) 5 5!?*(EOL) was proved in 133. 
More precise relationships between Z2(sEOL), 5!?‘(esEOL) and Z2(wsEOL) will 
be investigated now. 
Theorem 2.1. JZ2(esE0L) = .Z2(sEOL). 
Froof. In view of Lemma 2.1 it suffices to show that g2(esEOL) s .Z2(sEOL). To 
this aim, let F= (V, 2, P, S) be an esEOL form. Let F = (v, 2, F, S) be the EOL 
form where v = V U {N} with N$ V, and 
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@serve that F is a synchronized EOL form and L(fi = L(F). We prove now the 
form equivalence of F and E 
Let F’C E Construct p, based on F’ as we have constructed F based on E 
Obviously F’4 F and L(F’) = L(F). This proves Z(F) E Z(F). Let F’= 
(et c;, , e , PI’, s’) a&Z). Construct F’ = (V’, Z’, P’, s’> as follows. For each 6 E s’, 
F-l(p) = ‘y, we define the production set Pe as follows. Let VQ = {cy~ 1 (Y E v), 
&={04pl cu~Z}, V@nV=$!I and for every oxV, ps(cu)={cyg}. Then 
ps ={B * &3(x) I rS;*xw$JP). 
Moreover for each pair PI, &E z’, & # & let Va, n V& = 0. Then let 
and 
V’=(3”\fiUWU U V& 
@ES’ 
lY=S’u u &, 
s& 
Clearly F’a F and L(F’) = L(p) which concludes the proof of .Z’@) G .9(F). Thus 
the result holds. 
A very essential feature of sEOL forms is that s2(sEOL) is closed under the 
intersection with regular languages (see [Sn. We will demonstrate now that this is 
not the casq for wsEOL systems. 
Theorem 2.2. There exist a wsEOL 
intersections with fegukar languages. 
Pmof. LetF:S+aS,S+bc2,a+ 
F is weakly synchronized. 
form F such that .2(F) is not closed under 
a,a--,6c,b-+N,c-,N,N+N.Obviously 
Consider L(F)n{k}“k2= {k}“bc2. We will prove by a contradiction that 
{bc}‘bc2~~(F). Assume that there exists an E;” 4 F(p) such that L(F’) = {bc}‘bc2. 
Obviously b E p(b) and c E y(c). Let #p(S) = k and consider a derivation tree T 
of (b~)~+‘bc~ in F’. Let 7’ be the derivation tree that results from 7” by replacing 
every node label a by ~-‘(a). So 7’ is of the form shown in Fig. 1. Consider in T 
the path containing only symbols S except for the leaf and the corresponding path 
in T’: P, S2), . . . , S(k+2), b. Since (k + 2) exceeds the number of symbols in p (S) 
there exist 1 < i <j G k + 1 such that S @= S(j). Thus we have in T’ the form shown 
in Fig. 2. RepIace now the subtree rooted at S@) by the subtree rooted at So’ and 
consider the tree T’ of height k +2-j + i which you get this way. The result of 
this tree is a word starting with a (k+3-i+i*1k p(a). Since b E p(b) and c E p(c), the 
fact that 11, is a dfl-substitution implies that a (k+3--i+i*1)q!{b, c}. Thus L(F’) contains 
a word not in {bc}‘bc2, a contradiction. Hence the result holds. 
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The above result allows us to solve an open problem from [4]. 
CoroMary 2.1. .Z2(wsEOL) \.Z2(sEOL) # 8. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.2 and the fact that for every synchronized 
EOL form F, .9(F) is closed under intersections with regular sets. 
Thus we have now. 
Theorem 2.3. Z2(sEOL) = Z2(esEOL) 5 Z2(wsEOL) 5 .Z2(EOL). 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2 points to a “handicap” of wsEOL forms when compared with 
sEOL forms. The closure under the intersection with regular languages i  usually a 
very useful property, see e.g., [3] and [7]. The usefulness of this property is 
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expressed also by the following result. For notations and definitions concerning 
grammar forms we refer to f73. 
Tlmmm 2.4. Let F be an EOL form closed under intersections with regular sets 
such that ME Z(REG) or a grammar form such that ME .J!?(REG). Then 
S’(F) = {&L(F)) n R 1 p d&substitution and R a regular set}. 
Proof. The inclusion {H@(F)) n R 1 p. dfl-substitution and R a regular set} E 
.2(F) follows from the definitions and the closure of .5?(F) under intersection with 
zegulzr sets (see [3]). Moreover notice that if F’dF(&, then 
(*) UF’) = P(W)) n L(F) 
Since A?(F) s .9?(REG), (*) implies 
z(F) C_ {@(L(F)) n R 1 p dfl-substitution and R a rqux wt), 
thus the theorem holds. 
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Using the above theorem we can solve the open problem from 173. 
Corollary 2.2. (i) Let F be a grummar form with 9(F) G .Y(REG). Then there exist 
a synchronized EOE form F such that S(F) = .iif’(fi. 
(ii) Let F be a synchronized EOL fom with 9(F) s .Sf(REG). Then there exist a 
grammav form F such that 3?(F) = 5@). 
The connection between sEOL forms, EPOL forms and the intersection with 
regular languages is expressed by the following result and its corollary. 
Theorem 2.5. For every EPOL form F there exists a synchronized EPOL form F 
such that .%‘(fi = {K n X* 1 K E 9(F) and C is a finite alphabet}. 
Proof. Let F = (V, 2, P, S) be an EOL from. Construct E = (v, 2, p, S) as follows. 
(i) Let i$={CiIad}, Vns=@and ~=VU$U{N}whereNtHIU~. 
(ii) Let h be the homomorphism from V* into 6” where h(at) = a for a E V\Z 
and h(a) = ii for a E C. Then 
F= h(a)-*h(x)Ia-gx h(a)+xla-?;,x 
1 
U 
I 
a+NlaES U{N~N}. 
I 
Obviously .9(F) E 9?(F). 
Since synchronized EOL families are closed under intersection with regular sets 
(see [3]) the following inclusion holds: 
(*) 
Z(F) = {K n R 1 K E Z!!(F) and R E Jf’(REG)} 
z{KnR 1 KE.~(F) and Rd?(REG)} 
2 {K n 2” I K E Z(F) and 2 is a finite alphabet). 
We now prove that A??@) E {K n C* 1 K E s(F) and C is a finite alphabet} and thus 
by (*) the theorem holds. We proceed as follows: Let p = (p, X’, P’, S’) Q&). 
Without loss of generality we can assume that p(N) = {N}. Let V= {d 1 a E V}, 
v’n Q = 0 and 6 the homomorphism defined by 6(a) = 6 for a E V. Construct 
F,=(V,,~,,P,,S’)aF(u) where v(a)=p(a)Up(G)U{ci} for ad, v(a)= 
p(a)U{ii} for a E V\X, 
Uh(P)U 
I 
a’+&)(~-l(a’)=a and a,-x 
I 
and VI, & defined implicitely. 
Obviously L(p) = L(F,) n Z’*, which concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 2.3. For every EPOL fortn F there exists a synchronized EPOL form F 
such that .2(F) = {K n R 1 K E .9(F) and R E Z(REG)}. 
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proob, Directly from Theorem 2.5. 
3.ThemIeof ip~-EoLforrns 
In [9] we present asystematic investigation of the concept of synchronization in 
EOL systems (on language level). In particular (generalizing the concept of a 
&like EOL system from [SD the notion of a desynchronized EOL system is 
introduced and investigated. We kzntinue this investigation now and move .to 
considering it on the language f;imily level. In this section we investigate the 
concepts of determinism and erasing in desynchronized EOL forms. Since those 
concepts exist also on thelanguage level (thus in desynchronized EOL systems), 
comparing results from tlis section with results from [9] sheds light on the 
difference between EOL s$tems used to generate languages and EOL systems 
(forms) used to generate lar4 guage families. 
We begin by investigating i’\!e concept of terminal determinism in the context of 
CfEOL forms. \ 
. . Desrmrtron 0 Let G = (V, S, P, S)‘-be an EOL system. Let a E C. Define &(a, P) = 
{x 1 at +px}. The degree of temi.nal norrdeterminism of G, denoted by tnd(G), is \ 
defined by tnd(G) = max{#d(a, P) 1 a EC}. If tnd(G) = 1, G is called temtinal 
deterministic, abbreviated as ED,OL system. 
lheorem 3.1. Let n be an integer, n 22. There exists a cfEOL fomt F, with 
tnd(F,) = n swh that for euery MEOL fom G with tnd( G) < n, Z(G) # %‘(F,). 
Proof. Let F, be the cfEOL form with the following productions: S + ~~4.3~ l l l u,,, 
a,+q for lqisn, tq+q+, for 2sisn, ~,,+~-a,,+~. Observe that tnd(F,)= 
n. Also notice that: 
(i) every K E S(F,) contains at least one word all letters of which are different, 
and 
(ii) for every K E .9?(Fn) there exist words wl, w2 in K such that their last letters 
are different. The fact that S(F,) # S(G) Jar every 1cfEOL form G with tnd(G) < 
n is proved by contradiction as follows: A&me that .if’(F,) = d?(G) where G is a 
1cfEOL form and tnd(G)< n. Then there exists a G’aG(p) with L(G’) = L(F,). 
Let A={a*,..., a,,}. Since only words of length n are in L(G’) and G’ is IcfEOL, 
the productions in G’ for elements of A must have right-hand sides of length one. 
We are now going to determine these productions. 
(iii) First of all note that in a derivation in G’ the “earliest tenninrrl word” that 
occurs in it is either alu2- l l a, or ulu3* l l a,+l or a2u3- l l q,.,+ This is so 
because all other words of L(G’) contain at least two occurrences of the same 
symbol of A and thus one could easi!) find a G”Q G’ such that L(G”) contains 
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only words which contain at least two occurrences of the same symbol. This 
however contradic,ts (i). 
(iv, Observe that for words w = h, l l l h,d(F,,). where b,~b (l~i~n), the 
following holds: if 1 < i1 c i& n and bi, = biz then for all k, i! s k en, bk = u,,+~. 
(v) Directly from (iii) and (iv) we get the following. Let 7* + 4 be productions 
in G’ for 2ci<n-1. Then 26i<j~n-1 implies ,:C$ and 2sisn-1 
implies q# %+,. 
(vi) Obviously, for 2-1 e ’ 6 n, a, --) a, and ai --, a1 cannot be productions of G’ 
and a,,+, + c~.,,+~ is the only possible u,,+i-production. 
(vii) From (v) and (vi) we have that: 
an+., + u,,, 1 is the only a,,, r-production in G’, 
a, -+ a, + 1 is the only s-production in G’, 
a,,_, -+ a,, is the only u,,_ ,-production in G’, 
. . . 
a3 -+ a4 is the only a,-production in G’, 
a2 -+ a3 is the only a*-production in G’. 
(viii) Now (ii), (iii) and (vii) imply that ala2 l . l a,, must occur as the earliest 
terminal word in every successful derivation in G’. 
(ix) From (vii) and (viii) we get that the set of a,-productions of G’ equals 
A={u,+a,Il < i s n}. For 16 i sn let bi = p-‘(q). We naw consider p-‘(A). 
Since &A) is a subset of the production set of G and tnd(G)<n, there exist 
1 c i, < i,~ n such that b. = bi,. Then one can easily construct a G d G such that 
in every word of L(G) atleast one symbol occurs twice. This however contradicts 
(i). 
As an example of an application of the above theorem we have the following 
result. 
Example 3.1. Let F: S + ub, a --) u, a -+ b, b + c, c + c. Clearly F is a cfEOL 
ir’orm and by Theorem 3.1, no terminal deterministic 1cfEOL form, form equivalent 
with F exists. 
It is instructive to compare Theorem 3.1 with Theorem 3.5 from [9] which says 
that every 1cfEOL language (cfEOL language respectively) can be generated by a 
terminal deterrruinisric 1cfEOL system (cfEOL system respectively). 
It was shown in [9] that every 1cfEOL (respectively cfEOL) language can be 
generated by a propagating 1cfEOL (respectively propagating cfEOL) system. Also 
on the language family level one can restrict oneself to consider propagating 
1cfEOL (respectively propagating cfEOL) forms only. 
Theorem 3.2. Let F be un arbitrary 1cfEOL (respecfkzly cfEOL) form. Then one 
can effectively construct a form equivalent 1cfEOL (respectively cfEOL) fom Fl. 
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FRO& Obvious modification of the proof that for every synchronized EOL form a 
form equivalent propagating EOL form exists (see [2& 
If we also allow erasing productions for terminals, then it is not true anymore 
that given an arbitrary AcfEOL (respectively AMEOL) form, a form equivalent 
cfEOL (respectively 1cfEZOL) form exists. This is an immediate corollary from the 
fact that Y!(AcfEOL)\~(lcfEOL)# 0 (see [9D. 
We now prove that if we allow erasing for a terminal cy only if ~1 has also 
nonerasing productions then also no propagating normal form is possible. This 
should be compared with the fact that every EOL language that can be generated 
by a cfEOL (respectively IcfEOL) system, in which an erasing for a terminal etter 
a exists only if a has also a nonerasing production, can also be generated by a 
cfEPOL (respectively 1cfEPOL) system. 
Theorem 33. There exists Q AcfEOL system F= (V, 2, P, S) such that 
(i) if a EC and a dpA, then also a cpx for some x EX, and 
(ii) .2(F) # 9(G) for eoery lcfEOL form G. 
Aroof. LetF:S+ab,a+a,a-,A,b+c,c+c.ThefactthatforeverylcflEOL 
system G, Z(F) # 3(G) is proved by a contradiction as follows. 
Assume that S(F) = S(G) where G is a MEOL system. Then there exists a 
G’aG such that L(G’) = {ab, UC, c). Obviously the a-, b- and c-productions in G’ 
can be assumed cfEOL and moreover they must constitute a subset of {a + a, b -+ 
b, b + c, c + c}. Since ,{c}$9(F), c cannot appear as first terminal word in a 
derivation of G’. Thus either ab +&c or ac 3&c which contradicts the fact that 
G is propagating. 
4. On complheteness md gwess in desynchronized EOL forms 
In this section we continue the investigation of desyrrchronized EOL forms. We 
turn now to consider the completeness and goodness of such forms, hence 
features intrinsic to EOL forms (without a counterpart in EOL systems.) 
First of all we will need the following technical result. 
Lemma 4.1. Every cfEOL language K can be generated by a cfEPD,OL system 
G = (V, 2, P, S) where S does not appear on the right-hand side of any pvoduction, 
and if a-x, aEV\zI, thenxE(V\X)+ orxd+. 
Proof. That every cfEOL language can be generated by a cfEPD,OL system is a 
result from [!XJ. The modification of such a system to satisfy also the ad 
conditicrls of the statements of the lemma is obvious. 
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It is conjectured in [5) that no cfEOL form exists that is cfEOL-complete. We 
disprove this conjecture now. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a cfEOL form F such that F is cfEOL-completi. 
proof, Let F:S-i,SS, S+S, S-a, a --, a. Clearly F is cfEOL and so S??(F’)E 
,Z(cfEOL) holds. To prove the converse inchdion, let K# 8 be an arbitrary cfEOL 
language generated by a cfEOL system G = (V, Z, P, S). We may assume that G is 
a cfEPD,OL system satisfying the conditions of the statement of Lemma 4.1. Let 
S=(a,,..., 4) where ~13 1, and for i 3 0, let 
L’(G, Z) = I xEZIai 4 x for some r’6jen . G 
The sequence C = L”( G, Z), L’( 6, X), . . . , L’( G, lf), . . . is ultimately periodic. 
Thus there exist pa0 and 9 a 1 such that tp”‘(G, X)= Lp*j+lp(G, 2) for all 
j, I 30. Let M be a positive integer such that M is greater than or equal to p and 
M is multiple of q. 
We now consider M-SPEED(G). Notice that M-SPEED(G) is cfEOL and 
L(M-SPEED(G)) = L(G). Let k be a multiple of 4 such that all productions of 
M-SPEED(G) (except those for terminals) can be simulated in k steps using only 
interpretations of productions of F such that in the intermediate steps only 
nonterminals occur. In the above simulation of a production p, every nonterminal 
used in an intermediate step occurs only once in the whole simulation and in the 
simulation of different productions we use different nonterminals. Let H be the 
cfEOL system ihe production set of which contains: 
(i) all productions used above to simulate the nonterminal productions of 
M-SPEED(G). 
(ii) all terminal productions of M-SPEED(G). 
Note that HaF. We now prove that L(H) = L(M-SPEED(G)) and thus 
L(H)= L(G).r (1) 
( 1) The irtcfusion L(M-SPEED(G)) 5 L(H) is obvious. Nonterminal produc- 
tions are simulated in k steps. 
(u-6 is in the production set 
a +kH 6). 
(2) To prove the converse 
consider two cases. 
(2. I) !f t is a multiple of 
Also terminal productions are simulated in k steps 
of M-SPEED(G) and the choice of k implies that 
inclusion let S=& w where w E X”. We have to 
k, then clearly w E L(M-SPEED(G)). 
(2.2) lf S=3Lk X+&W where r 20 and 0 < tl < k, then x must be a terminal 
word otherwise w would contain nonterminal etters. By the construction of H it 
follows then that w E L(M-SPEED(G)). This concludes the proof of L(H) = 
L(G). Thus the theorem holds. 
It is instructive to notice that the cfEUL from F from the proof of the above 
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theorem is terminori deterministic, and then compare Theorem 4.1 with Ther:cm 
3.1. /+-’ 
/ 
Extending cfEOL forms to MEOL forms changes the situation+~z&pletely. 
Theonwa d2 77~9~ is 110 MEOL-cotnpkte 1cfEOL jjo~+.~*~*‘~ 
P/8 
Pr&. The result is proved by a contr?!&. ~~+&.*cAssume that F is a 1cfEOL form 
such that .9!(F) = 9(lcfEOL). Sin= for each q 32, & = {aq” 1 n 20) belongs to 
Y?(lcfEOL), there exist FiQF with L(Fg = &. Consider an arbitrary F; = 
wi x, P, S). 
(i) If u -+ a belongs to P, then l& must be context free. Thus a + a’ belong 
to P for some t> I. 
(ii) Since oq E I& (i) implies that aq*’ EKg. Therefore q.t 3 q2 or t a q. 
(iii) b’mm (i) 2nd (ii) we get that tk system Fk and under inverse interpretation 
also the system F contain a terminal production with right-hand side greater than 
or equal to q. Since (iii) holds for arbitrary q B 2, F contains productions with an 
arbitrary long right-hand side; a contradiction. 
A pmperty very intrinsic to sEOL forms is the so called “word isolation 
property”, see, e.g., [l]. As the consequence of this property we get that, e.g., 
every sEOL form is bad. 
In general the word isolation property does not hold for cfEOL forms. However 
the following (length) isolation property obviously always holds for cfEOL sys- 
tems. 
. . 
IhSmtmn An EOL 
property $ whenever 
Also this isolation 
following result. 
form F = (V, X, P, S) is said to have the length isolation 
S+gw*$u where w, UC*, then Iwl=lul. 
property causes badness of an EOL form as stated in the 
Tha~rem 4.3. kf F be an EOL form with the length isolation property such that 
Ls(L(F)) confcains at least two different positive lengths. Then F bad. 
PraolF, Let F = (V, J$, P, S) be as in the statement of the theorem and let n,, n? be 
two positive elements of LSL(F)), nl # n2. 
(1) Let D be a derivation of w in F such that w c -z1”, Iwl = n, and no other 
terrrninal word occurs in D. In continuing this derivation we can either derive no 
other terminal word or only a finite number of them all of the same length. Two 
cases are possible. 
(i) We get a derivation 
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where the words wi, 1 G i s m + 1, are the only terminal words occurring in this 
derivation. Further wl,. . . , w, are aPI different and w,,,,~ = wj for some i, 1 G js 
m. 
(ii) We get a derivation 
+ 
where the words wiq 1 c i G m, are as in (i). Moreover w, cannot derive any 
terminal words. For 1 G i s 01, let Ci be words such that Ii&i= lWil= nl and 
moreover in iG1 iG2 l l l @,,, no letter occurs twice. Obviously there exists an F Q F 
such that L(F) = {I+~, . l . , C,,,}. 
(2) Consider a derivation D of w in F such that w E Z*, Iw) = n2 and w is the 
first terminal word that occurs in this derivation. Proceeding as in (1) we get an 
F’QF with L(P)={&, . . . , ii,,,& lii,l= l l . = lii,,,j = n2 where no letter occurs 
twice in GIG2 l l l ii,,+ Moreover we can assume 
(3) Without loss of generality we can assume that H, < 11~. Define the EOL 
system G such that the only possible derivation in G is: 
Obviously 2?(G) E 3?(F) and every K c Z(G) contains words of lengths nl and n2. 
But for F’aF no 9(F) has this property (notice that F has as F the length 
isolation property). Thus F must be bad, and consequently the theorem holds. 
The following result follows then directly from the previous theorem. 
Corobry 4.1. Let F be a cfEOL form such that LS(L(F)) contains at least two 
different positive lengths. Then F is bad. 
Moving to (cfEOL) vompleteness of EOL forms we get the following result. It is 
instructive to contrast it with Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.4. T!lere exists no EOL form F such that Z’*(F) = ~2(cfEM.J. 
Proof. The theorem is proved by contradiction. Assume that F = (V, s, P, S) is an 
EOL form with 22!‘F) = Z2(cfEOL). Let t = #X. Consider the EOL form 
H:S--b a,--,a:, ~,--*a~ ,...,t+_,-,af, a&V, N-AV. 
Observe that Z(H) contains only finite languages (thus ME -Z(cfEOL)) and 
that every K E 3’(Hj must contain at least one word of length 2” for n = 0. l l . , to 
Since Z2(F) = Z2(cfEOL), there must exist an F’a F such that .Zf(F’) = 5f’fl-l). 
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Then there exists an FWF with L(F”) = L(H). Notice that 
(i) a:‘=)&$’ with n a i >j B 0 is clearly impossible, and 
(ii) every infinite derivation containing one word of L(H) must contain all 
words of L(H). Together (i) and (ii) imply the following derivation to be a 
derivation in F where S” denotes the axiom of F': 
D: s $ &-‘(a()) 4 (p-‘(a,))2 J (p-‘(a2))22 4 l l ’ ; (p-1(ap_1))2’-’ ; (p-‘(q))2’. 
F F F F F F 
Since t was chosen to be equal to #S, there must be integers k and 2,O s k c i! s t 
such that p-l&) = p-'(q). One can now easily construct an &JF such that 
Ls(L(F)) = (2” 1 n to}; then however (see e.g. [9]) L@) cannot be a cfEOL 
language, a contradiction. 
As a corollary of the proof of the previous theorem we get the following result. 
Cordlarg 4.2. Let F be a good EOL form such dtat 2’(F) 2 .%‘(FXN). Then S’(F) 
must contain a language K that is not a context free language. 
The above result is a kind of “gap theorem” that sheds a new light on the 
relationship between finite and context free languages. 
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